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1 Introduction
1.1

Executive Summary

This report, produced in collaboration between SSEN and Opus One, has detailed the structure
approach required to specify and conduct the Platform Acceptance Testing, of both the Neutral
Market Facilitator and Whole System Co-ordinator.
The key areas presented within the report were:
The ‘Interface Specification’, which compromised of the Interface Catalogue and the Domain Model.
The Interface Catalogue detailed what interfaces are present between the various components of
the platforms and external industry actors. Additionally, as part of the ‘Interface Specification’, the
domain model identifies which system within the platform is responsible for certain objects and the
underlying properties of these objects
In addition, the ‘Configuration Specification’ highlighted the relevant configurable parameters used
in the business logic of the Opus One platforms.
Finally, the ‘Platform Acceptance Testing Evidence’ summarises both the test strategy (approach and
methods utilised) and pertinent test evidence for platform acceptance
The project has successfully conducted the testing required for release 2 of both the NMF and WSC,
on schedule ahead of the trail period. Both platforms are essential in order to facilitate and conduct
the planned trials, in both Oxfordshire and Greater Manchester. Importantly, the project will look to
develop and deploy future functionality, for both platforms, throughout the duration of the project
based on latest thinking and learnings produced from the trials.

For greater detail on the outputs discussed and more please visit the project website where you can
also find details on how to contact the team.
https://ssen-transition.com/
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1.2

Project Background

The GB network continues to evolve, and there is a clear need for networks to adapt, become more
flexible, enhance operations and allow new market models such as peer-to-peer trading to emerge.
The ‘fit-and-forget’ approach of traditional network operation relied on predictable energy use and
production that matched that use. The transition to DSO (Distribution System Operator) model from
a DNO (Distribution Network Operator) model has the potential to bring significant benefits to
customers; it also brings a range of new complex challenges, unintended consequences and risks for
market participants, new entrants and the network licensees.
The ENA Open Networks Project (ON-P) is focussed on defining the DNO transition to a DSO model
and has been endorsed by the UK Government’s Smart Systems and Flexibility Plan. TRANSITION is
designed to help inform the work of the Open Networks Project in the transition, in particular, the
project will design and demonstrate the tools and practices DNOs will need to adopt to become DSOs
as well as trialling the ON-P market models.
TRANSITION is an Ofgem Electricity Network Innovation Competition (NIC) funded project. Led by
SSEN in conjunction with our project partners ENWL, CGI, Origami and Atkins.
In addition, the project is also closely collaborating with the Local Energy Oxfordshire (LEO) project, a
UK Industrial Strategy funded project. Both TRANSITION and LEO have objectives that are closely
aligned and when combined significantly enhance overall learning. Integration with Project LEO
significantly enhances testing opportunity and offers insights into the needs of local energy actors.
The TRANSITION and LEO trials will be used to provide an evidential base on the market dynamics
associated with contracted flexibility. In doing so, TRANSITION will build upon previous innovation
programmes funded by Ofgem, including New Thames Valley Vision and Low Carbon London, to
validate the requirements for DSO systems and management of commercial arrangements for the
transaction of flexibility services by multiple market actors.
The trials will explore the willingness of flexibility service providers to make flexibility available and
establish the value of services in a whole system context. The trials will also provide insight about the
data that needs to be exchanged to support effective operation of the markets for flexibility.
The trials, which will be running in Oxfordshire, have been planned around three trial periods listed
below: •

Trial Period 1 – November 2021 to February 2022

•

Trial Period 2 – May 2022 to September 2022

•

Trial Period 3 - November 2022 to February 2023

As well as physical trials within Oxfordshire, where SSEN owns and manages the electrical distribution
network, the project will also undertake simulated trials in Greater Manchester with our project
partner Electricity North West Ltd (ENWL).
In order to facilitate trials, the project has developed two platforms, the Neutral Market Facilitator
(NMF) and Whole System Coordinator (WSC).
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The NMF will enable the deployment of flexibility to meet a network need (demand reduction and
increase in generation), as well as the buying and selling of electricity capacity, and enabling value
stacking across the different markets and visibility of actions by industry actors.
Coordination of flexibility is also required to plan and operate an efficient network underpinning a
variety of markets for a broad range and relatively high volume of customers. To mitigate this need,
the requirements have been developed for a system known as the Whole System Coordinator (WSC),
designed to coordinate both inside a single licence area and with its neighbours including upstream
transmission networks.

1.3

The Opus One Platform

The combined NMF and WSC deployment will enable a workflow for procuring, managing, utilising,
and then settling flexibility transactions for the TRANSITION project. When combined, the two systems
organise program and participant management, flexibility transactions decision making, power
system analysis for flexibility evaluation, selection and then utilisation, and finally settlement of each
contract evaluated by the systems. These two platforms will be delivered through a customised
version of Opus One’s software platform GridOS-Transactive Energy Management Systems (TEMS).
The NMF is a transactions and contract management platform that allows industry actors to exchange
bids and offers for capacity and mutually beneficial actions (e.g. energy transactions) between each
other. Services enabled include peer-to-peer capacity trading and offsetting, ESO short term operating
reserve, and DSO constraint management services procurement, dispatch request notification, and
settlement per contract. The GridOS TEMS marketplace interface is a web interface that allows DSOs
and flexibility service providers to create and manage their flexibility transactions.
The WSC is a network centric platform that organises and automates data exchange to allow the DSO
to authorise the peer-to-peer transactions from the NMF, as well as procure and then make use of
services from the NMF industry actors. The data managed by the WSC include load and generation
forecasts, market contracts created within the NMF, and a utility network model. The GridOS TEMS
user interface has various screens for the DSO to view this critical data, trigger power system analysis
and to make market decisions informed by those power system analyses.
Power System Analysis will be conducted by the GridOS-Optimisation Engine (OE), which can perform
an unbalanced three-phase AC power flow analysis. Additionally, GridOS-OE can perform a security
constrained optimal power flow (OPF) analysis based on an objective function, such as minimising
system costs across multiple intervals (e.g. 24 intervals for a day-ahead analysis, or 12 intervals for a
single day’s hourly 5-minute analysis). This cost-minimising OPF will be used in TRANSITION to
minimise the cost to select flexibility contracts and then utilise those contracts while respecting
system current and voltage constraints as defined by the operator’s network model.
For the TRANSITION project, the NMF and WSC are customised versions of GridOS TEMS. Therefore,
there are already some integration and interfaces between them. New integrations will also be
designed to work with SSEN IT systems as TRANSITION progresses
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1.4

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the development and testing of the NMF and
WSC in preparation for the beginning of trials. SSEN and Opus One are working in collaboration to
develop a ‘fit for purpose’ platform for the trials. Specifically, this report details:
•
•

•
•

The domain model, within the ‘Interface Specification’, that identifies which platform systems
are responsible for certain objects and the underlying properties of these objects
Additionally, within the ‘Interface Specification’, the Interface Catalogue details what
interfaces are present between the various components of the platforms and external
industry actors
The ‘Configuration Specification’ highlights relevant configurable parameters used in the
business logic of the Opus One platforms
The ‘Platform Acceptance Testing Evidence’ summarises both the test strategy (approach and
methods utilised) and pertinent test evidence for platform acceptance

2 Interface Specification
2.1

Introduction to Interface Specification

The Interface Specification is a key deliverable for TRANSITION as it defines and documents the various
components (applications and systems) that comprise the total solution. This includes both the
systems developed for the trials, as well as existing SSEN systems, and/or those managed outside of
the project.
The Interface Specification document details transactions/Business Use Cases that occur across the
various interfaces, the architecture applied and the associated data and domain models. It ensures
that all parties, or owners of the various systems, understand and agree how these interfaces should
work and be secured. Overall, the document enables all dependencies between applications to be
scoped and documented.
This following sections will detail the following components of the Interface Specification:
•

•

Section 2.2:
o

Domain Model – How the Grid OS Opus One platform, G associates and links the
relevant objects from the original WSC and NMF specification into native GridOS
objects and which system is responsible for them.

o

The individual Domain Model object properties and data types – This associates each
object with a unique identifier and defines what kind of data it is as well as any
additional notes and detail needed to understand it.

Section 2.3:
o
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o

2.2

The Interface Catalogue – This details the list of possible transfers of data (messages),
listing the source and destination of the data. This detail can be found in sections 2.3.4
and 2.3.5.

Domain Modelling

2.2.1 Background
Domain modelling is used in software engineering to produce the organised and structured knowledge
of a problem or objective. This approach was felt to be particularly useful in the development of the
two new applications – NMF and WSC.
The domain model is a representation of meaningful real-world concepts pertinent to the domain that
needs to be modelled in software. The concepts include the data involved in the business and the
rules the business uses in relation to that data

2.2.2 NMF & WSC Domain Model
In design discussions and workshops, SSEN and Opus One determined the processes that would be
achieved by the NMF and WSC. From understanding the requirements documentation and intended
implementation, Opus One presented details around their existing platform, GridOS. Further
conversations identified commonalities in object definitions between the requirements and GridOS.

The following table describes the Domain Model used by GridOS in the NMF and WSC. The table lists
the GridOS specific object and the read/write permissions within each system.
object

gridos_object

owning_system nmf_read nmf_write wsc_read wsc_write

User

User

identity

yes

yes

yes

yes

IndustryActor

User

NMF

yes

yes

yes

no

Program

Program

NMF

yes

yes

yes

no

DER

AssetEnrollment

NMF

yes

yes

yes

no

Zone

FeederEnrollment NMF

yes

yes

yes

no

ForecastedLoad

LoadGen

WSC

no

no

yes

yes

ForecastedGeneration LoadGen

WSC

no

no

yes

yes

Availability

StandingBidOffer

NMF

yes

yes

no

no

ANMAvailability

StandingBidOffer

WSC

no

no

yes

yes

Bid

Bid

NMF

yes

yes

yes

yes

Offer

Offer

NMF

yes

yes

yes

no

Intent to Dispatch

PricingEvent

NMF

yes

yes

yes

yes

Proof of Dispatch

Measurement

NMF

yes

yes

no

no

Network model

Network model

WSC

no

no

yes

yes1

Table 1: GridOS domain object summary

Additional Table 1 Object notes:
•
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•
•
•

•

Bid indicates an actor's willingness to 'buy' a service; WSC owns bids created by the DSO
Offer indicates an actor's willingness to 'sell' a service
Intent to Dispatch can update the Commitment only (flexibility quantity to be delivered) in a
FIAT situation from the WSC. A FIAT is the process by which the DSO revises the procured
flexibility in an emergency situation.
Network Model contains the locational and electrical connectivity information of the network

The domain model above (Table 1) describes the various data objects that exist and comprise both
the NMF and WSC platforms. This data model gives an understanding of how the two platforms will
interact with each other and will be updated throughout the processes of flexibility services to achieve
the project goals.
For the Domain Model Properties table, please Refer to Appendix A, which details the characteristics
of the data involved with the properties of each object used in GridOS.

2.3

Interfaces

2.3.1 Background on Interfaces
Figure 1 provides an overview of the technical solution under design within the overall Oxfordshire
Project and TRANSITION project, and the interactions it as with the other components required during
trials, including the influences from other projects and partners. The overall dependencies between
applications are scoped and documented, see Figure 1. For the TRANSITION project these
dependencies include, but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•

New/trial systems for TRANSITION such as NMF,WSC, Power System Analysis (PSA) and
Forecasting
Existing SSEN systems such as PowerOn and PowerTrack
New/trial systems for the broader SSEN group, including other innovation products such as
NERDA1
Future interaction with existing Secure Domains, including Control Rooms

Future development of the platform may necessitate further integrations to support new DSO
business processes. Existing integration architecture components will be used where possible,
supporting real-time, near real-time and batch integration methods depending on the Business Use
Case requirements.

1

Near Real-Time Data Acess - This NeRDA project aims to develop a better understanding of how near realtime network data can be made available, and whether improved access to this data can help stakeholders,
suppliers, customers and aggregators identify opportunities to connect or develop and offer services.
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Figure 1: TRANSITION Context Diagram

Supporting the figure above, Figure 2 gives an overview of the scope of the integration to be developed for the DSO TRANSITION Trials. This figure looks
specifically at the platform made up of the WSC, PSA and NMF. The circled numbers are used as common reference points in the supporting Integration
Catalogue document.
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Figure 2: Platform Interfaces
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2.3.2 NMF Integration Requirements
The NMF integration with external and internal entities is shown in the context diagram, Figure 3, below. The integration points show
the reference from the Information Exchange Requirement (IERxx), as documented in the NMF requirements specification2.

Figure 3: NMF Interfaces

2

Neutral Market Facilitator Requirements Specification – 31st May 2019
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2.3.3 WSC Integration Requirements
The WSC integration with external and internal entities is shown in the context diagram below. The integration points show
the reference from the Information Exchange Requirement (IERxx), as documented in the WSC requirements specification3.

Figure 4: WSC Interfaces

3

Whole System Coordination Requirement Specification – 18 September 2019
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2.3.4 Interface Catalogue
Opus One’s implementation of the integration requirements for Trial Period 1 are displayed in Figure 5. The SSEN Operator is the key user of the WSC (which
could be the control room or project team of project TRANSITION), industry actors primarily access the NMF, and the NMF administrator has heightened
permissions within the NMF. For the purposes of the TRANSITION project, the NMF will be managed by SSEN, likely by the same entity as the SSEN Market
Operator. Each message between actors and systems is listed in Table 2 below.

Figure 5: TRANSITION NMF and WSC Interface Catalogue Diagram
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Id

Message

Source

Destination

1

Create Program

Administrator

NMF

2

Create Industry Actor

Administrator

NMF

3

Update Industry Actor

Administrator

NMF

4

View Industry Actors

Administrator

NMF

5

Remove Industry Actor

Administrator

NMF

6

Enroll Energy Resource

Administrator

NMF

7

Update Energy Resource

Administrator

NMF

8

View Energy Resources

Industry Actor

NMF

9

Deactivate Energy Resource

Industry Actor

NMF

10

Create Bid

Industry Actor

NMF

11

Create Offer

Industry Actor

NMF

12

Select Offers

Industry Actor

NMF

13

Cancel Bid

Industry Actor

NMF

14

Cancel Offer

Industry Actor

NMF

15

View Bids

Industry Actor

NMF

16

View Offers

Industry Actor

NMF

17

Export Bids

Industry Actor

NMF

18

Export Offers

Industry Actor

NMF

19

Create Measurements

Industry Actor

NMF

20

Export Settlement Report

Industry Actor

NMF

21

View Intents to Dispatch

Industry Actor

NMF

22

Create Bid

WSC

NMF

23

Select Offers

WSC

NMF

24

Create Fiat Request

WSC

NMF

25

View Bids

WSC

NMF

26

View Offers

WSC

NMF

27

Export Bids

WSC

NMF

28

Export Offers

WSC

NMF

29

Compute Optimal Solution

WSC

PSA

30

Compute Feasibility Analysis

WSC

PSA

31

Create Measurements

DMS

WSC

32

Create Forecast

Forecaster

WSC

33

View Industry Actors

Operator

WSC

34

View Energy Resources

Operator

WSC

35

Create Bid

NMF

OFM

36

Create Offer

NMF

OFM

37

View Bids

NMF

OFM

38

View Offers

NMF

OFM

Table 2: Data Message Directionality
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As mentioned in the Domain Model, the above Interface Catalogue is the GridOS implementation.
Each of the above 38 messages are how Opus One achieve the requirements defined within the
original Business Use Cases of the TRANSITION project. Due to Opus One’s existing architecture, there
are differences between the Business Use Case messages and Interface Catalogue messages above.
The mapping of Business Use Case messages to the Opus One Interface Catalogue is done in Appendix
B. In Appendix B, next to each message, there is an indication of the level of achievement for each
message per release or trial period, and some comments to elaborate where necessary.

2.3.5 Common Interface Model
It is anticipated, after the trials, that the learnings and best practice will be deployed within DSO
networks. These DSO solutions will also integrate to different existing DNO applications. The NMF and
WSC must therefore be able to support industry integration standards using Common Interface
Models (CIM).
Following these standards for integrations shown within the Integration Catalogue where possible,
will ensure that any data integration will not depend on Opus One or SSEN proprietary application
data models. The DSO functionality will introduce new industry data objects, which may require CIM
extensions to the below standards to support the integration requirements during the trials.
The following CIM standards should be considered during integration development:
•
•
•

IEC 62325 - Deregulated Energy Market Communication Standard
IEC 61968 - Distribution Management System Data Sharing Standard
IEC 61970 - Energy Management System Data Sharing Standard

See further CIM details and anticipated usage in: TRANSITION High Level Solution Design (CGI)4

3 Configuration Catalogue
3.1

Purpose

The purpose of this section is to define the configuration parameters used in the business logic of the
solution, and to be the definitive source of values to be used in the production environment.
Opus One incorporates GridOS platform configurations within the application settings. There are
configuration parameters in the WSC and NMF for application settings to modify how the platform
performs its analyses and operations or how data is displayed. These application settings include:
modifying optimisation strategies, market clearing mechanisms and market interval durations. The
following section will describe the configurations that are of relevance to the TRANSITION project.

3.2

Description of the Data: Configuration Table

The configuration parameter data is provided as Table 3 below in the form of the Configuration
Specification Table. Note that some system configurations such as currency, time zone, and local area
are excluded as they are not foreseen to change in the TRANSITION project.

4

High Level Solution Design Summary – 19th November 2019
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Configurable Item
Name
Same Day Event
Interval
Same Day Event
Generation Lead
Time
Day Ahead
Generation Time

Description
Location
Duration of a market event in
the same day
Program Settings
Amount of time prior to the
generation of a same day
event
ISO Settings
Time when day ahead events
are generated
ISO Settings
Whether the optimal power
Reverse Active
flow analysis will allow
Power Flow
reverse active power flow
Permission
out of the substation
Program Settings
Whether the optimal power
Reverse Reactive
flow analysis will allow
Power Flow
reverse reactive power flow
Permission
out of the substation
Program Settings
Per industry actor setting as
to whether they receive
Email Notifications email notifications
Participant Directory
Upper and lower per unit
Optimal Power Flow voltage rating limits for the Program Enrolment Feeder
Voltage Limits
optimal power flow analysis Settings

Value in Production
Environment
Value Units
Minutes

Notes
No same day market in
Trial Period 1

N/A

Seconds

No same day market in
Trial Period 1

12:00pm

Time of Day

No

Y/N

Yes

Y/N

Yes

Y/N

0.94, 1.06

Per Unit

N/A

Table 3: Configuration Specification Table

Table 4 provides additional background information on the column headers within the Configuration Specification Table.
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Column Heading
Configurable item name

Description
Location

Value in Production
Environment
Value units
Notes

Column Description
Where practicable, this is the item name as given in the
source document.
In some cases, the original name may be too long, or may
require disambiguation where another subsystem uses a
similar parameter.
Definition of the configurable item, with some information on
its usage if appropriate.
Details of where the parameter is implemented, e.g. server
type(s) and name of configuration file, database table or other
item.
The value to be used in the Production environment.
Units (e.g. seconds, minutes), where applicable.
Additional notes related to the listed configuration

Table 4: Configuration Specification Heading Descriptors
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4 Platform Acceptance Testing Evidence
4.1

Purpose

This section will illustrate the testing strategy Opus One and SSEN will perform to validate the
performance of the NMF and WSC prior to the start of the trial period.
Opus One performs functional testing on features developed within each sprint. A collection of sprints
will result in a release, where Opus One will perform comprehensive release testing to validate the
full user journey or the desired end-to-end functionality achieved in the release. Additionally, Opus
One performs regression testing by rerunning test cases from previous releases to ensure that
functionality persists as new features are updated each release. In the TRANSITION project, multiple
releases have been planned to deliver evolving NMF and WSC functionality. The testing
documentation provided supports release 2.
Upon passing these tests, Opus One will release the code into the SSEN environment. Opus One will
provide SSEN a demonstration to share the new functionality and answer questions on user
experience. SSEN will then perform their own testing to validate functionality, this will include nonfunctional, security (penetration) and user acceptance testing stages.

4.2

SSEN Test Strategy

The project is being delivered in multiple iterations with every iteration delivering different
functionality with respect to WSC, NMF, PSA, Forecasting and integration requirements with other
flexibility markets including Piclo, as per the requirements catalogue and requirement specification
documents.
Testing will follow the design of each iteration (release) as according to the iterative model below,
which will allow testing to be an integral part of the development process. Within the model it is
recognised that for every stage of development a corresponding stage of testing will be required.
Every iteration and their corresponding test cycle will be closely linked to the key milestones and trial
periods as defined in the project plan.
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Figure 6: Iterative Delivery Model

The reason for taking the iterative model approach is to ensure that risks and defects are identified
and captured as early as possible during the iterations, and therefore should have minimal impact on
costs and timescales as functional or design related flaws are found early.
The following principles will apply during testing:
•

Risk Based Approach to Testing – To achieve efficiency, testing will focus on areas that are
considered to have the most significant risk to the business and IT.

•

Walkthroughs and Reviews will be carried out prior to each test stage to identify any issues
as early as possible.

•

Traceability to requirements – all testing scenarios and scripts will be traceable to the
requirements/business use cases (BUC’s) and the success criteria for testing will be dependent
on passing the key functional requirements/business use cases (BUC’s) for each release.

•

Test Environments – Test environments will be available and sustainable, i.e. they will persist
and move from test phase to test phase to production.

•

Test Management Tool – Test Cases, Results and Defects will be captured loaded and
managed in the Test Management Tool

•

Testing Process – Existing SSE IT testing processes will be followed. It will be controlled,
traceable to user stories/Business Use Cases (BUC’s), auditable and scripted for consistency
and review.

•

Common and Re-Usable Test Assets – Where applicable, common test assets will be created
and stored, to be re-used to improve efficiency and to reduce costs.

•

Acceptance – Final acceptance of the entire solution including Piclo, NMF, WSC, PSA and the
Forecasting tool will be signed off by the Business Users during User Acceptance Testing
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4.3

Test Stages in Scope

The following are the proposed Test Stages in the scope of this project. All the testing stages will follow
the existing established Testing Framework within SSE. This is detailed in later sections of this
document.
Please Note: All the below test stages will be implemented in all iterations except for User Acceptance
Testing, Performance Testing, Security Testing and Operational Acceptance Testing as they are
generally longer and cannot be completed within an iteration. These test stages will be completed for
pre-agreed releases in accordance with Trial Periods.

•

Unit Testing
o Unit Testing is expected to be conducted by the relevant development team in their
development environments (Grid OS, Piclo and SIA Forecasting tool). This is to be
undertaken during the Design and Build stages for each release and prior to deploying
the solution for system testing.

•

System Testing
o This stage of testing aims to ensure that all components, where possible, work
together. System Testing will be completed in multiple iterative cycles.

•

System Integration Testing (SIT)
o The purpose of SIT will be to validate against the Requirements Traceability Catalogue
(RTC) functional requirements/business use cases (BUCs), and integration between
systems.
o To test the logical and physical links between several subsystems of a complete
system, be these software, hardware, packages or network. Testing is of the ‘black
box’ type to prove links between each subsystem.

•

User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
o The objective of User Acceptance Testing is to verify that the system meets the
business requirements determined to be in scope for the release and to give business
users the opportunity to use the delivered solution as they would do on a day-to-day
basis.
o The test execution represents the key business processes and demonstrates the
proposed business processes to the end user community thus confirming the scope.
o

The purpose of UAT is to check if the system is fit for purpose and meets the business
needs of the organisation.

•

Regression Testing
o Regression testing will be incorporated within the ST and SIT phases to ensure that
any new developed changes do not impact the existing functionality and/or that
functionality delivered in subsequent iterations does not break existing functionality.

•

Performance Testing
o Performance Testing is in scope for the TRANSITION project and quite a few Non
Functional Requirements (NFRs)’s have been identified for both NMF and WSC
systems. This testing activity will commence after UAT and will be jointly conducted
by the SSE IT Test Team and Business Users.
o
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The objective of this testing is to verify that the integrated system meets the NonFunctional Requirements and Performance Success Criteria for performance and
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•

•

4.4

ensures that the system can operate at the load levels specified by the performance
requirements and any agreed Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Security Testing
o Security requirements have been defined for both NMF and WSC systems. Security is
critical especially for NMF systems since it will be used by external industry actors
whereas WSC will be accessed by internal SSEN users. The WSC and NMF provide
RESTful APIs (Representational State Transfer), which takes advantage of existing
protocols for Application Data Interfaces based on the standard HTTPS
communication protocol for which its service can be invoked. WSC and NMF do not
use any proprietary protocols.
o Penetration testing will also be conducted as part of Security Testing.
Operation Acceptance Testing (OAT)
o Operational Acceptance Testing will be undertaken to validate SSEN’s operational
requirements and NFRS. This activity will be carried out by the SSEN Business with
oversight from the Test Manager, who will not be involved in the planning and
coordination of OAT – as SSEN will have their own internal processes with OAT.

Opus One Testing Documentation

Sample testing evidence from release 2 is presented as Appendix C. During the planning stage, the
Opus One testing team identifies the steps to conduct the test, expected behaviours, and required
preconditions. Upon writing each test case, the testing steps are listed and matched to the expected
behaviour and results. For some test cases involving the user interface, a screenshot is provided as
test evidence.
For the May 2021 release, there were 51 test cases performed to validate the WSC and NMF
functionality. This included tests such as creating a market program, enrolling assets, and creating
flexibility requests and responses.
The table below shows one example test case to verify that a flexibility response submitted by an
industry actor appears for the requesting industry actor (DSO). When performing the test, the Opus
One team follows the steps outlined in the table and clicks through the platform to reach the desired
screen to display the expected results.
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In this test case, the preconditions required that a flexibility request was first created by the DSO user. Then, the tester logged in as another industry actor to
see the posted flexibility request and submit a flexibility response. Upon logging back in as the DSO and seeing the flexibility response (the expected result),
this test case verifies that the flexibility response was submitted to the NMF, and the DSO user has permissions to view the submitted flexibility responses
against their flexibility request. The screenshot below is then submitted as evidence.

Table 5: Sample May Test Cases

Figure 7: Evidence C15837 - View flexibility response to flexibility request
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5 Appendix
Appendix A: Domain Model Properties Table
The following table lists all objects within GridOS, their properties and data types.
GridOS Object
Property
Type
Notes
Program
id
number
Program
name
string
Time
Amount of time before market runs that day-ahead flex auction
Program
day_ahead_auction_close_time
interval
closes
Time
Amount of time before market runs that day-ahead flex auction
Program
same_day_auction_close_time
Interval
closes
Program
market_clearing_mechanism
Enum
Choice of PayAsClear, PayAsBid
User
id
number
User
name
string
User
external_account_id
string
Used to synchronize customer models between NMW & WSC
User
company
JSON
Company details (address, etc)
Key to minio document uploaded. Do we need to support multiple
User
registration_document
string
docs?
User
is_dso
boolean
Whether the user is part of a DSO
FeederEnrollment
id
number
FeederEnrollment
program_id
number
FK to program
FeederEnrollment
feeder_id
string
ID into the network model DER
AssetEnrollment
id
number
AssetEnrollment
feeder_id
string
FK to feeder
AssetEnrollment
program_id
number
FK to program
AssetEnrollment
asset_id
string
ID into the network model DER
AssetEnrollment
asset_properties
JSON
Name plate and operating characteristics of the DER
AssetEnrollment
is_active
Boolean
Whether the asset is actively participating in the market
LoadGen
id
number
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GridOS Object
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
LoadGen
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
StandingBidOffer
Bid
Bid
Bid
Bid
Bid
Bid
Bid
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Property
program_id
asset_id
time
market_type
pA
pB
pC
pABC
qA
qB
qC
qABC
id
asset_id
bid_offer_type
market_type
start_time
duration
price
quantity
id
user_id
asset_id
offer_id
cost
power
start_time

Type
number
string
DateTime
Enum
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
Float
number
number
Enum
Enum
Time
Integer
Float
Float
number
Integer
string
number
decimal
Float
DateTime

Notes
FK to program
ID into the network model DER
Start time of the forecast interval
Market type (DA vs SD)
Active power on phase A
Active power on phase B
Active power on phase C
Active power over all phases
Reactive power on phase A
Reactive power on phase B
Reactive power on phase C
Reactive power over all phases
FK to DER table
Is this a Bid or Offer
Market type (DA vs SD)
Daily start time in market time zone
Duration of availability in seconds
Price in £/MWh
Amount in MW
FK to Customer table
ID of the network asset (load, BESS, etc) that needs the power
FK to Offer table
£/MWh being offered
Power the IA wants to buy in W
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GridOS Object
Bid
Bid
Bid
Bid
Bid
MatchedBidOffer
MatchedBidOffer
MatchedBidOffer
Offer
Offer
Offer
Offer

Property
end_time
service_type
minimum_notification_time
is_cancelled
cancellation_reason
id
bid_id
offer_id
id
user_id
asset_id
cost

Type
DateTime
Enum
Integer
Boolean
String
number
number
number
number
number
number
decimal

Offer
Offer
Offer
Offer
Offer
Offer
Offer
Offer
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent

bid_id
power
start_time
end_time
service_type
minimum_notification_time
is_cancelled
cancellation_reason
id
program_id
matched_bid_offer_id
asset_id
market_type
start_time

number
float
DateTime
DateTime
Enum
Integer
Boolean
String
number
number
number
string
Enum
DateTime
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Notes
Choice of Energy

FK to Bid table
FK to Offer table
FK to Customer table
ID of the network asset (load, BESS, etc) that needs the power
£/MWh being offered
FK to bid table representing a bid for this offer. If NULL, for the
pool
Power the IA wants to supply in W

Choice of Energy

FK to program
FK to MatchedBidOffer
ID into the network model DER
Market type (DA vs SD)
Beginning of the active period for the event
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GridOS Object
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
PricingEvent
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
Measurement
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Property
duration
price
quantity
power_delivered
is_cancelled
cancellation_reason
id
asset_id
time_sampled
measurement_type
unit_symbol
unit_multiplier
phases
measured_value

Type
integer
float
float
float
Boolean
String
number
string
DateTime
Enum
string
float
string
float

Notes
Duration of interval
£/MWh being offered
Requested amount of power to be dispatched
Measured amount of power

ID into the CIM model DER
Time when measurement was taken
Measurement category (real_power, soc_level)
Measurement symbol
Multiplier for values
Phases measured
Measured value
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Appendix B: Interface Catalogue Table
The following table lists the message interfaces of the WSC and NMF.
SSEN Interface

May 2021 IC Reference

May 2021 Release

TP1 Release

TP1+ Release

Contract Struck/Cancelled

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Request Sensitivity Estimate

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

PSA Sensitivity Estimate

Compute Feasibility Analysis

n/a

Manual

Automatic

Forecast for ESO

Create Forecast

n/a

n/a

TBD

Forecast

Create Forecast

n/a

Automatic

Automatic

Proof of Dispatch

Create Measurements

n/a

Automatic

Automatic

Intent to Dispatch / Cancelled

Select Offers

Manual

Manual

Manual

NMF Intent to Dispatch

Select Offers

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Constraint Analysis Request

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Constraint Analysis

Compute Optimal Solution

n/a

Manual

Automatic

Revised Constraint Analysis Request n/a

n/a

Manual

Automatic

Auto Request

n/a

n/a

n/a

Automatic

NMF Proof of Dispatch

Create Measurements

Manual

Manual

Automatic

Constraint Market Estimate Request n/a

n/a

Automatic

Automatic

Constraint Bilateral Solution Request n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

NMF Market Estimate

Select Offers

Manual

Manual

Automatic

N/a -- not yet discussed
DSO NMF user can create a request,
then approve responses in WSC. No
PSA integration, however.

NMF Bilateral Contract Solution

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

N/a -- not yet discussed

ANM Config

Update Energy Resource

n/a

n/a

TBD

NMF Sensitivity Estimate Request

n/a

n/a

n/a

TBD

N/a - requirements TBD

NMF Sensitivity Estimate Response

Compute Feasibility Analysis

n/a

n/a

TBD

N/a - requirements TBD
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Comments
Message does not exist, but object
status exists. Status is persisted on
WSC and NMF

To be discussed for future trial period

Measurements imported by NMF
users
WSC Creates and posts intent to
dispatch / FIAT cancels
NMF receives intent to dispatch from
WSC

TBD -- commercial discussions
Measurements imported by NMF
users, see (Proof of dispatch SSEN
interface)
This will be the Automated weekly
request posted from WSC to NMF

SSEN Interface

May 2021 IC Reference

May 2021 Release

TP1 Release

TP1+ Release

Comments

Control Room Dispatch

View Intents to Dispatch

n/a

Manual

TBD

N/a - requirements TBD

Bilateral Dispatch Request

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

N/a - requirements TBD

Request to Exceed ASC
Cancellation of Request to Exceed
ASC

Create Offer/Create Bid

n/a

Manual

Manual

MIC/MEC replaces ASC

Cancel Offer

n/a

Manual

Manual

MIC/MEC replaces ASC

ASC Waiver Request Decision

Compute Feasibility Analysis

n/a

Manual

Manual

MIC/MEC replaces ASC

ASC Waiver Impact Request

n/a

n/a

n/a

Manual

Requirements TBD

ASC Waiver Impact Analysis

Compute Feasibility Analysis

n/a

Automatic

Automatic

MIC/MEC replaces ASC

Constraint Solution Estimate Request n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Constraint Solution Impact Analysis

Compute Optimal Solution

n/a

Manual

Automatic

Request Dispatch Measurement

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Dispatch Measurement

Create Measurements

Manual

Manual

TBD

Dispatch Cancelled

Create Fiat Request

Manual

Manual

Manual

Constraint Refresh Request

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Revised Constraints

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Cancel Dispatch

Create Fiat Request

Manual

Manual

Manual

Auto request received

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Auto request successful

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a
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Appendix C: Sample Testing Evidence
The table below lists the test cases, steps, and expected results for a recent release. The images referenced by the expected results are listed below the
table and should be consulted in parallel.
ID
T46732

Title
Feeders
can be
imported
to and
validated
in GridOS

Case ID
C13978

Description

T47138

Create
Program
Utility on
WSC

C14017

Program
creation done
on WSC and
after 5 min
delayed on
NMF that
program
reflect
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Preconditions
1. Feeder(s) to
import have
been
provisioned to
work with
GridOS, such
that network
files are in
CIM16 xml
format.
1. ISO data has
been
configured so
that DSP may
receive feeds
from ISO
2. A network
model with
feeders has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS

Section
Network
Management

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
System
prerequisites >
Network
Management

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
1.Create a workspace on GridOS IDP
Import the network file(s)
2. Wait for file(s) to be validated and
fixed
Navigate to assets tab

Steps (Expected Result)
Verify that the network model shows
up on IDP GIS view
Verify that all assets are shown on the
assets list.

Type
Functional

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

Passed

Log into DSP (WSC) > Click + button on
the left menu bar
Enter the following:
* Name of the program
* The workspace associated with the
program
* The time zone the ISO is associated
with
* Duration of pricing event for sameday (or real-time) market
* The ISO associated with the
program
* The zone under the ISO associated
with the program
* The financial model in use for the
program
* The market control strategy (which
determines how energy is allocated to
each applicable DER asset)
* The event confirmation option
(which determines whether events
should be accepted and confirmed
automatically upon creation)
Click Save
Log into NMF > wait for 5 min > click
on program search

Verify that it displays a page to create
a program
Verify that a message *Successfully
saved program settings* is displayed,
to indicate

Functional
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that the program has been created
and saved
Verify that WSC created program sync
to the WSC
verify all Program configuration
reflect correctly on NMF
* Name of the program
* The workspace associated with the
program
* The time zone the ISO is associated
with
* Duration of pricing event for sameday (or real-time) market
* The ISO associated with the
program
* The zone under the ISO associated
with the program
* The financial model in use for the
program
* The market control strategy (which
determines how energy is allocated to
each applicable DER asset)
* The event confirmation option
(which determines whether events
should be accepted and confirmed
automatically upon creation)

ID
T47144

Title
Configurab
le sameday event
duration

Case ID
C14036

T47142

Program
can only
be saved
with all
details
entered

T47139

Preconditions
1. There is an
existing
program
created on
WSC.

Section
Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

Status
Passed

C14034

1. ISO data has
been
configured so
that DSP may
receive feeds
from ISO
2. A network
model with
feeders has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

Passed

Edit
Program
Utility

C14031

1. There is an
existing
program
created on
DSP.

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

Passed

T47145

Configure
currency
value

C14037

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

Passed

T47146

Select
Constrain
Managem
ent system

C14038

There is an
existing
program
created on
DSP.

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

T47147

ISO
Configurati
on per
program

C14039

There is an
existing
program
created on
DSP.

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

Passed

T47148

Enable Pay
as bids
enrolled
assets

C14040

Program
creation / Edit
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC

Passed
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Description

Passed

Steps (Step)
Login to WSC > Select the program to
edit (from the drop-down menu at the
top)
Select *Settings* on the left menu
Expand the drop-down list of "SameDay Event Duration"
Set the duration to 5 min
Click Save
Log into NMF
Log into DSP > Click + button on the
left menu bar
Leave one of the following fields
empty:
* Name of the program
* The workspace associated with the
program
* The time zone the ISO is associated
with
* Duration of pricing event for sameday (or real-time) market
* The ISO associated with the
program
* The zone under the ISO associated
with the program
Login to DSP > Select the program to
edit (from the drop-down menu at the
top)
Select *Settings* on the left menu
Remove program name
Log into WSC > go to program setting
> change Currency
Log into NMF > Program > wait for 5
min
Login to DSP > Select the program to
edit > Advance > Select Constraint
Energy Management Checkbox > Save
Go to Program dashboard page
Login to DSP > Select the program to
edit (from the drop-down menu at the
top)

log in as DSPO, go "View utility
programs" > select program > Go to
Finical Model tab
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Steps (Expected Result)
Verify that there are options available
for 5 min, 15 min, 30 min and 60 min
Verify that the change has been saved
successfully.
Verify after 5 min delayed, new
configuration sync to NMF

Type
Functional

Verify that the Save button is disabled

Negative

Verify that it displays the settings
associated with the program
Verify that associated workspace is
not editable
Verify Save button is disable

Functional

save
- verify the updated currency sync
WSC to NMF

Other

- Verify Selected option got saved
successfully
- Verify LMP chart has 0 MWH Same day and Day-ahead For all interval

Other

Verify ISO filed appear and selected
ISO successfully saved

Other

Programs page is displayed with a
section called "Market Control
Strategy"
Verify Pay as bid option appears

Functional

ID
T47149

Title
Locational
Marginal
Price has
0MW per
price
series

Case ID
C14046

T47219

Terms and
condition
modal
appears
for first
time log in
NMF user

C15825

#N/A

T47327

Feeder
enrollment

C14974

1. There is at
least one
program
created on
NMF
2. The feeder
has enrolled in
the NMF
program
3. Go to WSC
1. There is at
least one
program
created on
DSP.

T47312

Feeder
enrolment
filtered by
program

C14049

Description

Preconditions
There is an
existing
program
created on
DSP.

Section
Constrain
management

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Program creation
/ Edit on WSC >
Constrain
management

Status
Passed

NMF Log in
Model

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
NMF Log in Model

Passed

Feeder on
WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
System
prerequisites >
Program creation
sync from WSC to
NMF > Feeder on
WSC

Passed

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Feeder Enrolment
on NMF

Passed

Feeder
Enrolment on
NMF

Check 'Pay as bids'
Click Save

Verify that the changes are saved
successfully

Steps (Step)
Login to DSP > Select the program to
edit (from the drop-down menu at the
top) > go to Advance tab > select
Constraint management checkbox >
save

Steps (Expected Result)
Verify Constrain management enabled
saved successfully

Go to Dashboard
Log into NMF using credential
Click on Decline
Log in back to NMF
Scroll down on modal
- Click on Accept button
Log in back with same NMF user

Login to DSP (WSC)> Select a program
(from the drop-down menu at the
top)
Select *Program Enrollment* on the
left menu

Verify LMP graph has 0 value for all
interval

-Verify first time User landed to T & C
modal
- Verify NMF user logout and landed
on log in page
- Verify User can download T & C PDF
- Accept button become clickable
- verify NMF user can access Portal
- Verify No T & C portal appears
Verify that Feeder is not enrolled
Verify that Feeder is enrolled
Verify on WSC, once feeder enroll all
asset sync with NMF

Other

Verify that it shows all feeders under
the workspace
Verify names of feeders are displayed,
whether or not feeders already
enrolled
Verify that the names of shunt assets
under the feeder are displayed,
whether or not the assets already
enrolled

Functional

Functional

Place a check at the "enrolled"
checkbox
Login to DSP > Select a program (from
the drop-down menu at the top)
Select *Program Enrollment* on the
left menu
Expand a feeder
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Other
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ID
T47314
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Title
Feeder
forecast
can be
uploaded
per feeder

Case ID
C14051

Description

Preconditions
1. A network
model with
feeders has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS
2. The feeder
have been
enrolled in a
program
3. Feeder
forecast data
is stored in a
csv file with
columns
*timestamp*,
*load*,
*load_pf*,
*generation*,
*generation_p
f*
* timestamp
format: yyyymmddThh:mm:sshh:mm (*hh:mm* is to
support time
zoneawareness
with offset
between UTC
in hours; e.g.
EST is -05:00)
* load: load
values in
Watts
* load_pf:
power factor
of load values
*
generation:
generation
values in
Watts
*
generation_pf:
power factor
of generation
values

Section
Feeder
Enrolment on
NMF

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Feeder Enrolment
on NMF

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into DSP > select a program
Go to Program Enrolment > find the
feeder from the list
Click Settings associated with the
feeder
Click the pencil icon that indicates
Upload Forecast Data > Click *Select
File*
Select a valid file to upload > Click
*Save*
Wait for upload to finish (while
upload is in process, the Save button
would be greyed out)
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Steps (Expected Result)
Verify that it directs to a page with
program enrolment details for the
feeder
Verify that it brings up a file dialogue
that allows one to select file to upload
from local drive
Verify that it displays a message about
successful upload

Type
Functional

ID
T47317

Title
Feeder
forecast
data
display

Case ID
C14054

T47315

Feeder
forecast
cannot be
uploaded
with
invalid
columns

C14052

T47291

Asset
Enrollment

C14016
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Description

Preconditions
1. A network
model with
feeders has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS
2. The feeder
have been
enrolled in a
program
3. Feeder
forecast data
is available
1. A network
model with
feeders has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS
2. The feeder
have been
enrolled in a
program
3. Feeder
forecast data
is stored in a
csv file with
invalid
columns
1. A program
has been
created
2. A feeder
has enrolled in
the program
3. Assets in
the feeder
have not
enrolled in the
program
4. Asset to
enroll is one of
the following:
Synchronous
machine
- PV
- BESS
- DR
- Hydro

Section
Feeder
Enrolment on
NMF

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Feeder Enrolment
on NMF

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into DSP > select a program
Go to Program Enrolment > find the
feeder from the list
Click Settings associated with the
feeder
Select a date when there is feeder
forecast data

Steps (Expected Result)
Verify that it displays forecast data as
step graph for the date for the feeder

Type
Functional

Feeder
Enrolment on
NMF

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Feeder Enrolment
on NMF

Passed

Log into DSP > select a program
Go to Program Enrolment > find the
feeder from the list
Click Settings associated with the
feeder
Click the pencil icon that indicates
Upload Forecast Data
Click *Select File*
Select an invalid file to upload > Click
*Save*
Wait for upload to finish (while
upload is in process, the Save button
would be greyed out)

Verify that it displays a message about
error during forecast data upload, and
nothing has been uploaded

Negative

Enrolled Asset
on NMF sync
on WSC

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Feeder Enrolment
on NMF > Enrolled
Asset on NMF
sync on WSC

Passed

Log into NMF > select a program >
Program Enrollment > expand an
enrolled feeder with assets
For each asset to enrol, find the asset
on the expanded list (or search for the
asset by name) > check the "enrolled"
checkbox for the asset

Verify that it shows asset enrolled
successfully
Verify that the "settings" link is now
enabled
- verify all asset enrolled sync from
NMF to WSC

Functional

Log into WSC > go to Program > After
feeder enrolled > wait for 5 min delay
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ID
T47319

Title
Participant
s can be
searched
by account
ID, name
or Email

Case ID
C14076

T47324

Asset from
feeders
can be
associated
with a
participant

C14081

T47321

Assets can
be
dissociate
d from a
participant

C14078
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Description

Preconditions
1. There are a
list of enrolled
participants
on DSP

Section
Enrolled
participants
NMF

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into DSP > Participants

1. A network
model with
assets has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS
2. An asset
and associated
feeder have
been enrolled
in a program
3. A
participant
with valid
email address
has been
created and
provisioned,
and is
associated
with the asset
1. A network
model with
assets has
been imported
and validated
in GridOS
2. An asset
and associated
feeder have
been enrolled
in a program
3. A
participant
with valid
email address
has been
created and
provisioned,
and is
associated
with the asset

Enrolled
participants
NMF

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF

Passed

Log into DSP > go to Participants >
select a participant.
Find the asset from Asset dropdown >
click the Add icon next to the asset
search box

Enrolled
participants
NMF

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF

Passed

Log into DSP > go to Participants >
select a participant.
Find the asset to dissociate
Click the trash can icon next to the
asset

Search for a participant by account ID
Clear the account ID field.
Search for a participant by name
Clear the name field.
Search for a participant by email
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Steps (Expected Result)
Verify that it shows the entire list of
participants
Verify that the list gets filtered by the
specified account ID
Verify that the list gets filtered by the
specified name
Verify that the list gets filtered by the
specified email
Verify Asset is added to the participant

Type
Functional

Verify that the asset has been
dissociated from the customer

Functional

Functional

ID
T47323

Title
Participant
s report

Case ID
C14080

T47320

Participant
deletion

C14077

T47322

Participant
s list
refresh

C14079

T47318

Assets
from
different
feeders
can be
associated
with a
participant

C14075

T47328

Participant
sync on
WSC and
all data
match to
NMF

C15044
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Description

Preconditions
1. There are a
list of enrolled
participants
on DSP

Section
Enrolled
participants
NMF

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into DSP > Participants
Click the download icon to download
the participants report
Open the csv file just downloaded

1. A market
participant has
enrolled to
some energy
program
2. No assets
are associated
with the
participant
1. There are a
list of enrolled
participants
on DSP
1. More than 1
network
model with
assets have
been imported
and validated
in GridOS
2. Multiple
assets and
their
associated
feeders have
been enrolled
in multiple
programs
3. A
participant
with valid
email address
has been
created and
provisioned

Enrolled
participants
NMF

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF

Passed

Login to DSP > Participants
Click the trash can icon at the same
row as the participant to delete

Enrolled
participants
NMF

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF

Passed

Log into DSP > Participants
Click the refresh icon

Verify that the list has been refreshed

Passed

Log into DSP > go to Participants >
select a participant.
Under the Assets section, expand the
drop-down list
Select two different assets from two
different feeders from drop-down list.
Click Save button

Verify that different assets from
different feeders are available on the
list
Verify that the assets are now
associated with the participant.

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
Enrolled
participants NMF
> Enrolled
Participant NMF
and Sync WSC

Passed

Enrolled
participants
NMF

Enrolled
Participant
NMF and Sync
WSC
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Steps (Expected Result)
Verify that a csv file can be
downloaded or opened
Verify that it is a report that displays
the list of participants and associated
assets
Verify that the customer has been
deleted

Type
Functional

Functional

Functional

Functional

Other

ID
T47539

T47569

Title
UI - All
request
page

UI - Filter
all request
page

Case ID
C15826

C15831

Description
All request
created by
any DSO user
will render on
this page

All request
created by
any DSO user
will render on
this page

Preconditions
- Program
created with
Flex auction

Section
All request /
Flex request
creation

- DSO has
created a Pool
or Direct
request

- Program
created with
Flex auction
- DSO has
created a Pool
or Direct
request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF > Select program > go to
contract tab > All request page is
default page
All Request page render with all
details same as Image attached
Filter all request page
(All Request page can also be filter by
Available date , Service type and
Request from )

All request /
Flex request
creation

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation

Passed

Filter all request page
(All Request page can also be filter by
Available date , Service type and
Request from )

- Make sure
on All request
page has few
requests
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Steps (Expected Result)
C15826.PNG- Verify DSO r non-DSO
user redirect to All request page

Type
Other

- Available date (service window start
and end date will render )
- Available time (custom, off-peak,
on-peak)
- Duration (total time remaining from
start to end date from available date )
- no header but Bids/offer type
column
- Quantity
- Availability
- Utilisation
- Requestor
- service type
- Time remaining

- verify depending on filter request
page filter out all request
#N/A

Other

ID
T47575

Title
UI Download
csv report
on all
request
page

Case ID
C15832

Description
All request
created by
any DSO user
will render on
this page

Preconditions
- Program
created with
Flex auction

Section
All request /
Flex request
creation

- DSO has
created a Pool
or Direct
request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation

Status
Passed

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation

Passed

Steps (Step)
all request page > click on download
button

Steps (Expected Result)
#N/A

Type
Other

C15833.PNG- Verify DSO r non-DSO
user redirect to All request page

Other

(All Request page can also be filter by
Available date , Service type and
Request from )

- Make sure
on All request
page has few
requests

T47581
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UI - create
request

C15833

All request
created by
any DSO user
will render on
this page

- Program
created with
Flex auction

All request /
Flex request
creation

Log into NMF > Select program > go to
contract tab > All request page is
default page
Click on Create request button
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- verify create request button is
enabled and once user click on it
Create request modal render on UI

ID
T47545

Title
UI - Pool
Request
Modal and
validation

Case ID
C15827

Description

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user

Section
Pool Request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Pool Request

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on create request button
Default request option is pool
without entering anything in modal
click on send
Fill out all filed
- Feeder is rendered associated with
program
- choose request closing (Request
closing time is always before service
date )
- Select request time (currently by
default is Sustain - Peak Management)
- default type selected is bid
- Submit quantity (Mandatory field)
- Availability and Utilisation Price
Ceiling (not mandatory field )

- Peak / off-peak / on-peak all of them
are disabled

- only custom setting is enabled

- select service window > select day >
choose start and end time
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Steps (Expected Result)
C15827.PNG
- Verify Create request modal render
same as Image

- verify Pool request radio button is
selected by default
- Verify user gets validation for
mandatory filed and without filled out
user can't send request
- Verify after entering all data in filed,
user send request successfully

Type
Other

ID
T47599

T47657

T47675
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Title
Pool
Request
creation
and render
on UI

UI - Pool
request
render on
Single flex
request
page

Cancel
Pool
request
render on
Single flex
request
page

Case ID
C15836

C15842

C15844

Description

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user

Section
Pool Request

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response
* Make sure
direct request
created

Pool Request

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response
* Make sure
direct request

Pool Request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Pool Request

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Pool Request

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Pool Request

Status
Passed

Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on create request button
Default request option is pool
Fill out all filed
- Feeder is rendered associated with
program
- choose request closing (Request
closing time is always before service
date )
- Select request time (currently by
default is Sustain - Peak Management)
- default type selected is bid
- Submit quantity (Mandatory field)
- Availability and Utilisation Price
Ceiling (not mandatory field )
- Peak / off-peak / on-peak all of
them are disabled
- only custom setting is enabled
- select service window > select day >
choose start and end time
-Send request
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response or just direct created
request

Steps (Expected Result)
C15836.PNG

Type
Other

- Verify Create request modal render
same as Image

- verify Pool request radio button is
selected by default
- Verify after entering all data in filed,
user send request successfully
- verify created request render on all
request page UI with exact same data

C15842.PNG

Other

- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image

Response UI on single flex

Passed

Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response or just direct created
request
Hover to request > click on "X" icon

- Verify all response associated with
that request render at bottom with
accepted status
- Verify Quantity ,Availability ,
utilisation and service type , responder
name, accept /rejected status will
render
C15844.PNG
- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image

- verify request got cancelled and
status got change
- Verify all response associated with
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Other

created

ID
T47685

T47587

Title
Can't
Cancel
Pool
request
when
request
tied up to
Pending
contract
single flex
request
page

Case ID
C15845

UI - Direct
Request
Modal and
validation

C15834

Description

that request render at bottom with
accepted status

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response
* Make sure
direct request
created

Section
Pool Request

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user

Direct request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Pool Request

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response or just direct created
request
Hover to request

Type
Other

- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image

- verify "X" icon not visible and can't
cancelled request

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Direct request

Passed

Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on create request button
Default request option is pool > select
direct request
without entering anything in modal
click on send
Fill out all filed
- Feeder is rendered associated with
program
- Industrial actor
- choose request closing (Request
closing time is always before service
date )
- Select request time (currently by
default is Sustain - Peak Management)
- default type selected is bid
- Submit quantity (Mandatory field)
- Availability and Utilisation Price
Ceiling (not mandatory field )

- Peak / off-peak / on-peak all of them
are disabled

- only custom setting is enabled
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Steps (Expected Result)
C15845.PNG
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15834.PNG

- Verify Create request modal render
same as Image

- verify Pool request radio button is
selected by default
- verify after selecting direct modal got
change
- Verify user gets validation for
mandatory filed and without filled out
user can't send request
- Verify after entering all data in filed,
user send request successfully

Other

- select service window > select day >
choose start and end time
ID
T47593

T47650
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Title
Direct
Request
creation
and render
on all
request UI

UI - Direct
request
render on
Single flex
request
page

Case ID
C15835

C15841

Description

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response
* Make sure
direct request
created

Section
Direct request

Direct request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Direct request

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Direct request

Status
Passed

Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on create request button
Default request option is pool > select
direct request
Fill out all filed
- Feeder is rendered associated with
program
- Industrial actor
- choose request closing (Request
closing time is always before service
date )
- Select request time (currently by
default is Sustain - Peak Management)
- default type selected is bid
- Submit quantity (Mandatory field)
- Availability and Utilisation Price
Ceiling (not mandatory field )
- Peak / off-peak / on-peak all of
them are disabled
- only custom setting is enabled
- select service window > select day >
choose a start and end time
-Send direct request
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response or just direct created
request
Response UI on single flex

Steps (Expected Result)
C15835.PNG

- Verify Create request modal render
same as Image

- verify Pool request radio button is
selected by default
- verify after selecting direct modal got
change
- Verify after entering all data in filed,
user send request successfully
- Verify request sent successfully and
render on UI

C15841.PNG

- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image
- Verify all response associated with
that request render at bottom with
accepted status
- Verify Quantity ,Availability ,
Utilisation and service type ,
responder name, accept /rejected
status will render
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Type
Other

Other

ID
T47703

T47704

T47605
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Title
Cancel
Direct
request
render on
Single flex
request
page

Case ID
C15847

Can't
Cancel
Direct
request
when
request
tied up to
Pending
contract
single flex
request
page

C15848

UI - Single
flex
request
page

C15837

Description

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response
* Make sure
direct request
created

Section
Direct request

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response
* Make sure
direct request
created

Direct request

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
* Make sure,
Request has
response

Single view
Flex request

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Direct request

Status
Passed

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Direct request

Passed

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts > All
request / Flex
request creation >
Single view Flex
request

Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response or just direct created
request
Hover to request > click on "X" icon
(Make sure no response tied up to
this request )

Steps (Expected Result)
C15847.PNG

Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response or just direct created
request
Hover to request

C15848.PNG

Type
Other

- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image
- verify request got cancelled and
status got change

Other

- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image
- verify "X" icon not visible and can't
cancelled request

Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on request which has a
response
Response UI on single flex
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C15837.PNG
- Verify Single flex request page render
same as Image
- Verify all response associated with
that request render at bottom with
accepted status
- Verify Quantity ,Availability ,
Utilisation and service type ,
responder name, accept /rejected
status will render

Other

ID
T47471

T47472
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Title
UI Pending/
cancelled
Contract

Contract
appears
under
Pending/
cancelled
Contract
page

Case ID
C15707

C15708

Description
When
response got
accepted by a
requestor,
accepted
response
move to
Pending/
cancelled
Contract.
Pending/
cancelled
Contract
page, User
will see
Pending /
cancelled
contract in
table
When
response got
accepted by a
requestor,
accepted
response
move to
Pending/
cancelled
Contract.
Pending/
cancelled
Contract
page, User
will see
Pending /
cancelled
contract in
table

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* DSO has
created a Pool
or Direct
request
* IA has given
a response to
that request
* DSO has
accepted
request

Section
Pending/cance
lled Contracts

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* DSO has
created a Pool
or Direct
request
* IA has given
a response to
that request

Pending/cance
lled Contracts

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts >
Pending/cancelled
Contracts

Status
Passed

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts >
Pending/cancelled
Contracts

Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF > Select program > go to
contract tab > Go to Pending/
cancelled Contract page
Pending/ cancelled Contract page
render with all details same as Image
attached
Pending/ cancelled Contract page
render with Filter field

Steps (Expected Result)
- Verifiy DSO r non-DSO user redirect
to Pending/ cancelled Contract page
C15707.PNG

Log into NMF / WSC > Select program
> go to contract tab > select request
which has response > accept response
go to pending/canceled contract page

- Verify DSO able to see response
- Verify accepted response move to
pending/canceled page
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Type
Other

- Available date
- Available time
- Duration
- no header but Bids/offer type
column
- Quantity
- Availability
- Utilization
- Responder
- service type
- Requestor
- Pending/Cancelled

- Verify accepted response render on
UI
- verify status of that contract is
Pending

Other

ID
T47629

Title
UI Response
Modal

Case ID
C15840

Description

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user
Request has
been created
by DSO user

Section
Response
Modal

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts >
Response Modal

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as non-DSO or WSC as
DSO > click on program > go to
contract tab > click on request created
by NMF DSO user
Click on the response button

Steps (Expected Result)
C15840.PNG

Type
Other

- Verify Create response modal render
same as Image
- verify response modal render with
Request
- All request information data
matched
- responder can give response to that
Quantity , Availability and Utilisation
field
- Responder select asset

T47621

Response
to Pool
Request

C15838

* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user

Response
Modal

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts >
Response Modal

Passed

Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on create request button
Default request option is pool
without entering anything in modal
click on send
Fill out all filed
- Feeder is rendered associated with
program
- choose request closing (Request
closing time is always before service
date )
- Select request time (currently by
default is Sustain - Peak Management)
- default type selected is bid
- Submit quantity (Mandatory field)
- Availability and Utilisation Price
Ceiling (not mandatory field )
- Peak / off-peak / on-peak all of them
are disabled
- only custom setting is enabled
- select service window > select day >
choose start and end time
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Other

- Verify Create request modal render
same as Image

- verify Pool request radio button is
selected by default
- Verify user gets validation for
mandatory filed and without filled out
user can't send request
- Verify after entering all data in filed,
user send request successfully

ID
T47622

Title
Response
to Direct
Request

Case ID
C15839

Description

Preconditions
* Program
created with
Flex auction
* Log into
NMF or WSC
as DSO user

Section
Response
Modal

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION >
long-termcontracts >
Response Modal

Status
Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO or WSC as DSO >
click on program > go to contract tab
> click on create request button
Default request option is pool > select
direct request
without entering anything in modal
click on send
Fill out all filed
- Feeder is rendered associated with
program
- Industrial actor
- choose request closing (Request
closing time is always before service
date )
- Select request time (currently by
default is Sustain - Peak Management)
- default type selected is bid
- Submit quantity (Mandatory field)
- Availability and Utilisation Price
Ceiling (not mandatory field )
- Peak / off-peak / on-peak all of
them are disabled
- only custom setting is enabled
- select service window > select day >
choose start and end time

T47630
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NMF DSO
creates
Pool
request
and
response
give by
non-DSO
user,
response
automatic
ally
accepted

C15692

-Program
created with
Flex auction
- Log into
NMF as DSO
user
- this test
needed two
NMF user one
DSO and NonDSO

Use Case for
Long term
contract

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION > Use
Case for Long
term contract

Passed

Log into NMF as DSO > Go to Contract
page > select create request > Select
Pool radio button > Fill out all filed >
send
Log into NMF as a non-DSO user > go
to contract page > click on request
created by DSO user
Click on request > redirect to single
flex request > click on response > fill
out all filed > send response
Log in NMF as DSO > go to contract
page > select request which has a
response by NMF non-DSO user
Click on Pending contract page
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Steps (Expected Result)

Type
Other

- Verify Create request modal render
same as Image

- verify Pool request radio button is
selected by default
- verify after selecting direct modal got
change
- Verify user gets validation for
mandatory filed and without filled out
user can't send request
- Verify after entering all data in filed,
user send request successfully
- Verify Pool requested created and
render on UI (All request page)
- verify request appears on non-DSO
user

- verify response successfully send and
render on single flex UI
- verify that response by Non-DSO
user render and the status says
Accepted
- verify that accepted response render
on Pending contract page

Other

ID
T47633

T47638

T47904
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Title
Direct
request
only view
by assign
IA and
hidden for
different
NMF user ,
Assing IA
can give a
response
and
accepted
automatic
ally

Case ID
C15695

Accepted
response
goes to
Pending/C
anceled
contract
page
NMF DSO
user
creates
Direct
request to
assign IA
and
response
by assign
IA

C15700

Description

Preconditions
-Program
created with
Flex auction

Section
Use Case for
Long term
contract

Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION > Use
Case for Long
term contract

Status
Passed

Use Case for
Long term
contract

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION > Use
Case for Long
term contract

Passed

Use Case for
Long term
contract

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION > Use
Case for Long
term contract

Passed

Steps (Step)

Steps (Expected Result)

Type
Other

- Log into NMF
as DSO user

- this test
needed three
NMF user one
DSO and two
Non-DSO

C15849

-Program
created with
Flex auction
- Log into
NMF as DSO
user
- this test
needed three
NMF user one
DSO and 2
Non-DSO

Other

Log into NMF as DSO > Go to Contract
page > select create request > Select
Direct radio button > send direct
request to specific non-DSO user > Fill
out all filed > send
Log into NMF as a non-DSO user
(make sure this user is selected user
for direct request) > go to contract
page > click on request created by
DSO user
Click on request > redirect to single
flex request > click on response > fill
out all filed > send response
Log into NMF as non-DSO user > go to
contract
Log in NMF as DSO > go to contract
page > select request which has a
response by NMF non-DSO user
Click on Pending contract page
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- Verify Direct requested created and
render on UI (All request page)
- verify request appears on non-DSO
user

- verify response successfully send and
render on single flex UI
- verify the direct request is not
viewed to this user
- verify that response by Non-DSO
user render and the status says
Accepted
- verify that accepted response render
on Pending contract page

Other

ID
T47911

T47962

Title
Multiple
NMF user
can view
Pool
request
and give
response

Accepted
response
goes to
Pending/C
anceled
contract
page

Case ID
C15857

C15904

Description

Preconditions
-Program
created with
Flex auction
- Log into
NMF as DSO
user
- this test
needed two
NMF user one
DSO and NonDSO

Section
Use Case for
Long term
contract

-Program
created with
Flex auction

Use Case for
Long term
contract

- Log into NMF
as DSO user

- this test
needed two
NMF user one
DSO and NonDSO
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Section Hierarchy
NFM/WSC
TRANSITION > Use
Case for Long
term contract

NFM/WSC
TRANSITION > Use
Case for Long
term contract

Status
Passed

Passed

Steps (Step)
Log into NMF as DSO > Go to Contract
page > select create request > Select
Pool radio button > Fill out all filed >
send
Log into NMF as a non-DSO user with
different user > go to contract page >
click on request created by DSO user
Click on request > redirect to single
flex request > click on response > fill
out all filed > send response
Log in NMF as DSO > go to contract
page > select request which has a
response by NMF non-DSO user
Click on Pending contract page
Log into NMF as DSO > Go to Contract
page > select create request > Select
Direct radio button > Fill out all filed >
select IA > send
Log into NMF as a non-DSO user (use
Non-DSO user which has sent direct
request)> go to contract page > click
on request created by DSO user
Click on request > redirect to single
flex request > click on response > fill
out all filed > send response
Log in NMF as DSO > go to contract
page > select request which has a
response by NMF non-DSO user
Click on Pending contract page
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Steps (Expected Result)
- Verify Pool requested created and
render on UI (All request page)
- verify request appears on non-DSO
user

- verify response successfully send and
render on single flex UI
- verify that response by Non-DSO
user render and the status says
Accepted
- verify that accepted response render
on Pending contract page
- Verify Direct requests created and
render on UI (All request page)
- verify request appears on non-DSO
user

- verify response successfully send and
render on single flex UI
- verify that response by Non-DSO
user render and the status says
Accepted
- verify that accepted response render
on Pending contract page

Type
Other

Other

Figure 8 Test Evidence C15707: Viewing all Pending/Cancelled Contracts

Figure 9 Test Evidence C15826: Viewing all flexibility requests crated by the DSO
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Figure 10 Test Evidence C15827: Creating a flexibility request
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Figure 11 Test Evidence C15833: View requests created by other industry actors
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Figure 12 Test Evidence C15834: Attempting to submit an incomplete flexibility request
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Figure 13 Test Evidence C15835: Create a direct flexibility request
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Figure 14 Test Evidence C15836: Create a direct flexibility request, cont
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Figure 15 Test Evidence C15837: View flexibility responses to flexibility request
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Figure 16 Test Evidence C15840: Submit flexibility response
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Figure 17 Test Evidence C15841: View flexibility response
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Figure 18 Test Evidence C15842: View flexibility response, cont.
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Figure 19 Test Evidence C15844: Cancel flexibility request
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Figure 20 Test Evidence C15845: Disabled pool flexibility request cancellation if contract is pending
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Figure 21 Test Evidence C15847: Direct request
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Figure 22: Test Evidence C15848: Disabled direct flexibility request cancellation if contract is pending
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